We determine and compare the color excess ratios E J ÀH /E HÀK S for the Ophiuchi and Chamaeleon dark clouds with the J -, H-, and K s -band simultaneous camera, SIRIUS, on the IRSF 1.4 m telescope at SAAO. Determining accurate ratios is indispensable for discussions of the extinction law. However, previous surveys suffered from uncertainties in transforming one photometric system to another when comparing data on different systems. To overcome the problem, we observe both clouds in exactly the same photometric system on the same telescope, greatly simplifying the comparison of the extinction laws between two clouds. From our surveys covering about 1.56 deg 2 ( Oph) and 2.77 deg 2 (Chamaeleon), which are complete for J $ 19:0, H $ 18:3, and K S $ 17:0 mag at a 10 limiting magnitude, we did not find a significant difference in the extinction law E J ÀH /E HÀK S for the two clouds, in contrast to previous work. From calculations of a model star with the effects of filter and atmosphere transmissions, the differences of the color excess ratios E J ÀH /E HÀK for two clouds described in the past literature can be attributed to the different photometric systems so far employed. We also note a change of the color excess ratio that occurs with increasing optical depth.
INTRODUCTION
The wavelength dependence of interstellar extinction in the infrared is often thought to vary much less between different sight lines than it does in the optical and ultraviolet (Draine 2003) . In the near-infrared wavelengths the ratio of the color excess E J ÀH /E HÀK , one of the simplest parameters available to express the near-infrared extinction law, has various values (between the sight lines), ranging from 1.28 to 2.09 in the literature (e.g., Davis et al. 1986; Jones & Hyland 1980) . While the ratio can be determined from J , H, and K photometric observations, some studies classify the spectral types of program stars based on low-resolution spectra and then derive the color excess, while others simply compare the colors of reddened stars with the average color of nearby, unreddened comparison stars. It is necessary to keep in mind that the different ratios found in the literature can result from being derived by such different techniques. Kenyon et al. (1998; hereafter KLB98) have recently employed a powerful technique to determine the accurate value of E J ÀH /E HÀK . They derived the J À H and H À K color excesses for each on-cloud source relative to every off-cloud source and then computed the average color excess for each on-cloud source. KLB98 determined the extinction law E J ÀH /E HÀK ¼ 1:57 AE 0:03 in the CIT photometric system for the Oph cloud. Using the same technique, Gómez & Kenyon (2001; hereafter GK01 ) determined E J ÀH /E HÀK ¼ 1:80 AE 0:03 in the same system for the Cha I cloud. The ratios have greater than 3 differences between these dark clouds, with GK01 suggesting that the difference results from dust-grain properties, in particular, grain sizes.
We should note, however, that these measurements were first made in different photometric systems (SQIID and CIRIM) and then transformed to the CIT system. These color transformations are possible source of errors. It would be much simpler if the observations were done in the same photometric system. In this paper we determine the color excess ratio E J ÀH /E HÀK S in the Oph and Chamaeleon dark clouds, following the method of KLB98, in a single photometric system without any transformation. The resulting values of the color excess ratio for the two clouds are not significantly different, in contrast to the GK01 claims, and we discuss the influence of system transformation on the determination of the extinction law.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
We acquired J (1.25 m), H (1.63 m), and K S (2.14 m) images of the Oph and Chamaeleon dark clouds in 2001-2004 (see Table 1 for the log) with the Simultaneous ThreeColor Infrared Imager for Unbiased Survey (SIRIUS) on the Infrared Survey Facility (IRSF ) 1.4 m telescope at the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) in Sutherland, South Africa. Dichroic mirrors enabled simultaneous observations in the three bands (see Nagayama et al. 1999 Nagayama et al. , 2003 for the details on the instrument). The camera is equipped with three 1024 ; 1024 pixel HgCdTe (HAWAII) arrays. The image scale of the array was 0B453 pixel À1 , giving a field of view of 7A7 ; 7A7.
We made 2 times 30 s exposure sets or 3 times 20 s exposure sets, depending on the background levels. Ten dithered frames were obtained for one set of exposures. Total integration time is 10 minutes for each position. Relative positional offsets of dithering were 15 00 , 20 00 , or 25
00
. Typical seeing conditions were 1B3, 1B2, and 1B1 (FWHM) in the J , H, and K S bands, respectively. The observations were made at air masses between 1.0 and 1.6. Dark and twilight flat frames were obtained at the beginning and end of each night. We observed standard stars from the faint near-infrared standard-star catalog of Persson et al. (1998) for photometric calibration on the same night.
The total of six regions of the Oph (L1688, L1689, and L1712) and Chamaeleon (Cha I, Cha II, and Cha III) dark clouds encompass heavily extinct parts of each cloud, according to optical extinction and radio CO maps (Cambrésy 1999; Loren 1989; Wilking et al. 1989; Alcalá et al. 2000; Hayakawa et al. 2001; Gahm et al. 2002) . We also observed reference fields in order to derive E J ÀH /E HÀK S , which lay well off the dark clouds and fell in regions of relatively low extinction (KLB98; GK01). The observed areas are summarized in Table 2 and shown in Figure 1 .
We used NOAO's Imaging Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) 10 software package to reduce the data. We applied the standard procedures of near-infrared array image reduction, including dark current subtraction, sky subtraction, and flat fielding. Each image, following subtraction of the average dark frame, was divided by the normalized flat-field image. Then the thermal emission pattern, the fringe pattern due to OH emission, and the reset anomaly slope pattern of the HAWAII arrays were corrected for each frame, with subtraction of a median sky frame. Identification and photometry of point sources in the all frames were performed with using the DAOPHOT packages in IRAF. The 10 limiting magnitudes ( 0.1 mag) for point sources were J ¼ 19:0, H ¼ 18:3, and K S ¼ 17:0 mag, and we have identified 146,245, 152,020, and 91,236 point sources for J, H, and K S , respectively. The point sources brighter than J < 12:0, H < 11:0, and K S < 10:0 (less than 1% of the total) were not included in our samples because they were saturated. In Table 2 the numbers of identified point sources are also shown.
DETERMINING OF THE EXTINCTION LAW E J ÀH /E HÀK S
In order to determine the slope of the reddening vector E J ÀH /E HÀK S for the Oph and Chamaeleon dark clouds, we Notes.-Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds. The number of stars whose photometric errors are not more than 0.1 mag (identified in all bands). employ the powerful method developed by KLB98. They assume that the stellar population behind the cloud is identical to the stellar population in the reference field. The point source distribution in a color-color diagram is transformed to the density distribution by a kernel density estimator with the kernel as triweight. The sum of multiplications of the density distributions between the target and reference fields provides the reddening probability distribution, which is defined as the probability of measuring a pair of color excesses, E HÀK S and E J ÀH .
In Table 2 coordinates of the target and reference fields, observed areas, and the number of identified point sources are shown. We selected the same off-cloud areas as those in KLB98 for Oph and GK01 for Chamaeleon, which ensures that our results can be compared with theirs. Figures 2 and 3 show the J À H versus H À K S color-color diagrams for the identified point sources in both the target and reference fields in the Oph (Fig. 2 ) and Chamaeleon cloud (Fig. 3) . It is important that we do not use any transformation equations to other photometric systems for photometry; that is, the diagrams are in the SIRIUS system. The distributions of point sources for reference fields of the Oph cloud is slightly shifted (by $0.1 mag) to the upper right compared to that of the Chamaeleon clouds. The same shift can be seen between the data of KLB98 and GK01, which shows that the reference field of the Oph cloud is still slightly reddened. Most of the off-cloud sources should be dwarf and giant stars (the number of large color excess H À K S > 0:5 mag sources is less than 2%). Figures 4 and 5 show the J À H versus H À K S density distributions for the Oph and Chamaeleon clouds, respectively. Contours are drawn in a logarithmic scale (the same as for all figures below). These color distributions use a kernel density estimator with a smoothing parameter h ¼ 0:2 to derive the density (see details in KLB98).
The E J ÀH versus E HÀK S reddening probability distributions are shown in Figure 6 (Oph) and Figure 7 (Cha). We derive the slopes of the reddening vector by tracing the ridge of contours on the reddening probability distribution. Our method is a little different from that of KLB98. In our case, we followed the definition of the color excess. We confirmed that adopting exactly the same method as that used in KLB98 did not change our conclusions. The reddening probability distributions are divided into the circular annuli centered on the origin. The minimum radius r min is decided from the distance between the origin and the maximum ( peak) point on a contour, where
The location of the maxima (ridges) is derived on annuli with radii r i ¼ r min þ 0:02, r min þ 0:04, r min þ 0:06, . . . . The slope of the reddening locus E J ÀH /E HÀK S is determined by a least-squares fit of a straight line with data having errors in both x-and y-coordinates.
The analysis yields E J ÀH /E HÀK S ¼ 1:60 AE 0:01 for L1688 (0:50 E J ÀH < 2:35), 1:66 AE 0:01 for L1689 (0:50 E J ÀH < 1:70), 1:68 AE 0:01 for L1712 (0:50 E J ÀH < 1:50), 1:69 AE 0:01 for Cha I (0:50 E J ÀH < 2:00), 1:66 AE 0:01 for Cha II (0:50 E J ÀH < 1:80), and 1:67 AE 0:02 for Cha III (0:50 E J ÀH < 1:30), and a summary of these results is provided in Table 3 . Hereafter, we call these results the ''complete sample.'' They do not show significant differences of the color excess ratios between two clouds.
DISCUSSION
KLB98 and GK01 measured the slopes of the reddening vectors E J ÀH /E HÀK in the Oph (the same as the L1688 region of this study) and Cha I clouds, respectively, using the technique in KLB98. Their values of the color excess ratios are transformed from the SQIID to the CIT photometric system (hereafter SQIID-CIT) in KLB98, and from the CIRIM to the CIT (hereafter CIRIM-CIT) in GK01. KLB98 derived E J ÀH /E HÀK ¼ 1:57 AE 0:03 (SQIID-CIT) in L1688 for the color excess E J ÀH ¼ 0:3-1.8 from the ''no known PMS stars sample,'' and GK01 derived 1:80 AE 0:03 (CIRIM-CIT ) in Cha I for E J ÀH ¼ 0:3-1.8 from the ''restricted sample,'' from which previously known pre-mainsequence (PMS) stars are eliminated. GK01 suggests that a real difference in the near-infrared extinction law exists between these two clouds. However, as shown in Table 3 , our results do not confirm the difference of the near-infrared extinction law between the two clouds. In order to explain this discrepancy, we consider possible systematics of PMS contaminations and faint field stars. We discuss and calculate the influences of color transformations. We then discuss a change of the slopes with increasing optical thickness from our data. Such a change might suggest grain growth in the deep core regions.
Possible Systematics
It is necessary to verify the influence of PMS stars when determining the slope of the reddening vector. Since color excesses, in particular E HÀK S , for PMS stars result from circumstellar emission and scattering, but not from interstellar extinction (e.g., Tamura et al. 1998) , we have to determine the color excess ratios for a sample without candidate PMS stars (the no PMS star sample). We regard the sources on the right side of the reddening line from the intrinsic color of M6 dwarfs as the candidate PMS stars. Here the intrinsic color for M6 dwarfs (½J À H; H À K ¼ ½0:66; 0:37) has been transformed from Bessell & Brett (1988) to the SIRIUS photometric system (½J À H; H À K S ¼ ½0:59; 0:40) using the color equation (Nakajima et al. 2005) . The number of candidate PMS stars is listed in Table 4 . After the exclusion of the candidate PMS stars, the determined slopes of the reddening vectors for the remaining sources are E J ÀH /E HÀK S ¼ 1:65 AE 0:01 for L1688 (0:50 E J ÀH < 2:35), 1:69 AE 0:01 for L1689 (0:50 E J ÀH < 1:70), 1:67 AE 0:01 for L1712 (0:50 E J ÀH < 1:50), 1:69 AE 0:01 for Cha I (0:50 E J ÀH < 2:00), 1:69 AE 0:01 for Cha II (0:50 E J ÀH < 1:80), and 1:69 AE 0:02 for Cha III (0:50 E J ÀH < 1:30) ( Table 3 ). These slopes are almost the same as the slope determined for the complete sample. Thus, the method described in KLB98 determines the accurate slope of the reddening vector E J ÀH /E HÀK S , even when a number of PMS stars are present in the sample.
One of the critical differences in the stars identified in this study versus KLB98 or GK01 is that our survey is complete to roughly 2 mag more sensitive than theirs. Differences in the number of faint stars between KLB98 or GK01 and this study may affect the color excess ratios for the L1688 and Cha I regions. In order to verify the effects of faint stars in our study, we derive the slopes of the reddening vector E J ÀH /E HÀK S under similar conditions to KLB98 and GK01 (10 photometric error, K S < 14:0, H < 16:0, and J < 16:5; ''brighter source only sample''). Note, however, that our samples do not include very bright (saturated) stars, and the observed areas do not completely correspond to that of KLB98 or GK01. The obtained slopes of reddening vectors E J ÀH /E HÀK S are 1:69 AE 0:01 for L1688 (0:50 E J ÀH < 1:80) and 1:71 AE 0:01 for Cha I (0:50 E J ÀH < 1:50) (Table 3) . These results show almost the same Fig. 6 .-E J ÀH vs. E HÀKS reddening probability distributions for L1688, L1689, and L1712 regions in the Oph dark cloud. values as the complete samples, although they are a little (maximum 0.09) higher. Therefore, the limiting magnitudes of the surveys do not influence the color excess ratios E J ÀH /E HÀK S in the Oph and Chamaeleon clouds.
Color Transformation
The individual filter response, atmosphere transmission, product of the throughput of the telescope and instrument, and quantum efficiency of the detector characterize a photometric system (e.g., Tokunaga & Vacca 2005) . KLB98 and GK01 determined the excess ratios for each cloud observed from distinct photometric systems and then translated to the CIT photometric system using transformation formulae. In order to check the effects of the photometric transformation from the SQIID and CIRIM systems to CIT, we calculate the color excess ratio E J ÀH /E HÀK using a model star undergoing extinction. Extinction A in the passband is observationally derived as
where F mdl is the flux for the model star, (k) is the filter transmission, and T (k) is the atmosphere transmission. We assume the typical background star with spectral type K0 III, T eA ¼ 4750 K, and log g ¼ 2:14 (Kurucz 1993) . We confirmed that the difference of spectral type did not change our conclusions. The term e À represents the extinction, where is the optical depth. We adopt the filter profiles in Stephens & Leggett (2004) for the CIT photometric system; the CIT H and K profiles have been obtained from the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) infrared instrumentation Web site, 11 and we refer to the system based on the different J -filter profiles as CIT (Elias) and CIT (Jones), following Stephens & Leggett (2004) . The SQIID filter profiles are obtained from the SQIID Web site.
12 The H and K profiles of the CIRIM and CIT systems are essentially the same, and we adopt the same profiles in the CIRIM H and K passbands as those in CIT H and K. Although CIRIM uses an original CIT J filter, it is bluer, since the original CIT Dewar had an Si lens that defined the blue edge of the bandpass. Therefore, we adopt the Las Campanas Observatory (LCO) J profile (Persson et al. 1998) 13 For the SQIID, an atmosphere profile of the Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) has been obtained from NOAO Data Products Program Web site, 14 as measured at the NSO McMath telescope. We assume a simple extinction model for calculation. In the equation described above, the optical depth can be written ¼ N d C ext , where N d is the column density of dust grains to a star and C ext is an extinction cross section for a dust grain. Grains are assumed to be spherical, and Mie theory is used to compute their extinction cross sections (Bohren & Huffman 1983) . The grain size distribution is described by the power law n(a)da / a À3:5 da, a min a a max , where n(a)da is the density of grains along the line of sight with radii in the range a to a þ da for a min ¼ 0:005 m and a max ¼ 0:25 m (Mathis et al. 1977, hereafter MRN77) . We adopt the ''astronomical silicate'' and bare graphite grains calculated from dielectric functions, which are derived by extending the wavelength coverage of the MRN77 model, and their composition ratio is 53 : 47 (Draine & Lee 1984; Laor & Draine 1993) .
Calculations at the column density N d ¼ 10 13 cm À2 (which roughly corresponds to A V $ 18:2 mag and a total H column density N H $ 3:4 ; 10 22 cm À2 ; Bohlin et al. 1978; Rieke & Lebofsky 1985) for the CIT (Elias), CIT (Jones), SQIID, and CIRIM are shown in Figure 8 . The SQIID-CIT and CIRIM-CIT are transformed values from SQIID and CIRIM to the CIT system by formulae given in KLB98 and in GK01, respectively.
Ideally, the plots of SQIID-CIT ( filled circle) and CIRIM-CIT ( filled triangle) transformed from SQIID (open circle) and CIRIM (open triangle) should be on the plots of CIT (Elias) (times sign) or CIT (Jones) ( plus sign). The transformation from SQIID to SQIID-CIT photometric systems is better than that from CIRIM to CIRIM-CIT. This is because KLB98 carefully derived transformations between their near-infrared array data of the Oph cloud core (Barsony et al. 1997 ) and the CIT photometric system (Elias et al. 1982) . Nevertheless, neither the SQIID-CIT nor the CIRIM-CIT plots shift close to the CIT system position. The relatively large shift from CIRIM to CIRIM-CIT might produce an erroneously large color excess ratio in the Chamaeleon cloud. Therefore, we suspect that the most critical reason for the greater than 3 difference in the slopes of the reddening vectors E J ÀH /E HÀK for two clouds in KLB98 and GK01 is errors in transforming the photometric system.
Possible Change of the Color Excess Ratio
KLB98 marginally suggested that the slope of the reddening vector became shallower with increasing extinction. In order to check the possible change of the extinction law with optical depth, we determined the slopes of the major axes for bins of 0.5 mag width in E J ÀH , illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 . In Figure 9 , we summarize our determined color excess ratios for L1688, L1689, and L1712, in Oph, and Cha I, Cha II, and Cha III, in the Chamaeleon cloud. We have confirmed that the slopes of reddening vectors for six regions can be seen to decrease with increasing E J ÀH; max , although the values of E J ÀH /E HÀK S fluctuate very widely. The same correlation between the slope and the reddening is confirmed in the no known PMS star sample. Therefore, we believe that the correlation does not result from a contamination by PMS stars.
The color excess ratio E J ÀH /E HÀK S changes as an object gets more and more reddened due to the shifts of effective wavelengths of the filters (Jones & Hyland 1980; Nagata et al. 1993; Fitzpatrick 1999 ). This results in deviations from the straight reddening line in the color-color diagram, and the deviations depend on individual photometric systems. We computed the effect for the SIRIUS system with the same flux distribution described above. We found that the ratio increases with E J ÀH; max , in contrast to the observed decrease. Therefore, the systematic shift in the major axis of the probability contours does not result from this effect.
The color excess ratio E J ÀH /E HÀK S changes with dust properties. In order to understand the effect of dust properties on the excess ratio, we computed the dust extinction using the model described above. Here we assume the upper size cutoff of the grain distribution a max as a parameter to estimate grain growth. Our simple model calculation of the extinction cross section suggests that in the SIRIUS photometric system the color excess ratio E J ÀH /E HÀK S decreases from $1.9 to $1.2 with increasing a max , from $0.2 to $1.0 m. Therefore, we conclude that the trend in Figure 9 shows grain growth with increasing optical depth, namely, toward the inside of the dark clouds.
Recently, Racca et al. (2002) showed the slope E J ÀH /E HÀK in the Coalsack globule 2 to be 2:08 AE 0:03. Their observation was done with the same telescope and instrument on the same night as that of GK01 for the Cha I dark cloud. Therefore, the difference in the extinction law E J ÀH /E HÀK for the Cha I and Coalsack globule 2 seems to be real, and Racca et al. suggest that the difference results from different grain chemistry in various dark clouds. The relatively large excess ratio for Coalsack may result from grain growth. For verification, additional deep observations are necessary.
CONCLUSIONS
We conducted J -, H-, and K S -band simultaneous surveys of the Oph and Chamaeleon dark clouds and measured the nearinfrared extinction law E J ÀH /E HÀK S for six regions. We detected more than 1:5 ; 10 5 sources, most of which are background stars shining through the dark clouds. We determined the accurate slopes of the reddening vectors E J ÀH /E HÀK S , following the method advanced by Kenyon et al. (1998) . We did not confirm a significant difference in the extinction law E J ÀH /E HÀK S for the Oph and Chamaeleon clouds, as has been suggested in previous studies. From the calculations of a model star with the effects of filter and atmosphere transmissions, the differences of the extinction law for two clouds described in the past literature can be attributed to the different photometric systems so far employed.
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